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Political Cartoon Paper
Included in this book are more than 150 examples of Nast's
work which, together with the author's commentary, recreate
the life and pattern of artistic development of the man who
made the political cartoon a respected and powerful
journalistic form.
". . . one of the most important books in recent years on
hemisphere relations. . . . A bold work that could scarcely
have been conceived until recently, Latin America in
Caricature is a product of the climate of raised consciousness
that has made many privileged white males aware of the
hollowness of the stereotypes they have concocted to
rationalize domination over Blacks, women, and other
purportedly less-than-rational beings--stereotypes that they
then projected southward so as to justify their assumed rights
of hegemony in the hemisphere."--fredrick b. pike, hispanic
american historical review"Not many readers will thank the
author as he deserves, for he has told us more about
ourselves than we perhaps wish to know," predicted Latin
America in Books of Latin America in Caricature--an
exploration of more than one hundred years of hemispheric
relations through political cartoons collected from leading U.S.
periodicals from the 1860s through 1980. The cartoons are
grouped according to recurring themes in diplomacy and
complementing visual imagery. Each one is accompanied by
a lengthy explanation of the incident portrayed, relating the
drawing to public opinion of the day. Johnson's thoughtful
introduction and the comments which precede the individual
chapters provide essential background for understanding
U.S. attitudes and policies toward Latin America.
Serves as the only complete bibliography on comic art for the
87 countries discussed.
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First published in 1998. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor &
Francis, an informa company.
To clear their minds and organize their ideas, artists will often
start projects by drawing sketches. Drawing asks why artists
and designers use drawing in that way to kick-start their
creative thinking, considering the application of drawing and
its various uses across disciplines. From the interdisciplinary
perspectives of archaeology, jewelry design, illustration, and
landscape architecture, this innovative volume highlights how
drawing is used in the professional world. With examples from
both contemporary and historical contexts, Drawing will be an
invaluable resource for practitioners and scholars seeking a
rationale for why we draw.
Ironic, isn't it? For more than a quarter century, Pat Oliphant
has skewered the denizens of Congress with his bitingly
sharp editorial cartoons. Now, in an exhibit and this
companion volume, Oliphant is honored in the very repository
of that illustrious body: The Library of Congress. Oliphant is,
after all, the most important political cartoonist of the 20th
century. His trademark wit -- shared with the adoring fans
who read almost 350 daily and Sunday newspapers that carry
his work -- has impaled presidents, dogged members of
Congress, and critiqued a whole host of issues. From
Vietnam to Bosnia, from Lyndon Johnson to Bill Clinton, Pat
Oliphant has applied his considerable talent to the workings
of the world. "Oliphant's Anthem" will catalog the 60 drawings,
sculptures, and various art media that will be exhibited as a
special tribute to Pat Oliphant's art in March 1998 at the
Library of Congress. Interviews with the artist throughout the
book will highlight his thoughts, concerns, and considerations
as he has created this impressive body of work. Printed on
glossy enamel stock, the black and white book will include an
eight-page color signature. It is certain to be a collectible
edition for Oliphant fans everywhere.
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The Student Newspaper Survival Guide has been extensively
updated to cover recent developments in online publishing,
social media, mobile journalism, and multimedia storytelling;
at the same time, it continues to serve as an essential
reference on all aspects of producing a student publication.
Updated and expanded to discuss many of the changes in
the field of journalism and in college newspapers, with two
new chapters to enhance the focus on online journalism and
technology Emphasis on Web-first publishing and covering
breaking news as it happens, including a new section on
mobile journalism Guides student journalists through the
intricate, multi-step process of producing a student
newspaper including the challenges of reporting, writing,
editing, designing, and publishing campus newspapers and
websites Chapters include discussion questions, exercises,
sample projects, checklists, tips from professionals, sample
forms, story ideas, and scenarios for discussion Fresh, new,
full color examples from award winning college newspapers
around North America Essential reading for student reporters,
editors, page designers, photographers, webmasters, and
advertising sales representatives

Get the skills and know-how you need to pass the
GED test Earning a GED can provide you with an
advantage over other job and education candidates
and the confidence to take the next step. The GED
For Dummies, 2nd Edition gives you fresh and
relevant example questions from the GED and even
more hands-on training in each of the 5 subject
areas to help you maximize your success and earn a
passing score. Features 2 full practice tests in each
of the 5 subject areas with detailed walk-throughs
and explanations for every solution Offers advice on
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test preparation, from registering and studying
effectively to managing your time during the exam
Improve your job and education prospects now by
studying for the GED with this easy-to-follow, proven
guide!
An institution at the Chicago Sun-Times, his home
paper for more than twenty–five years, Pulitzer Prizewinning editorial cartoonist Jack Higgins gathers for
the first time in My Kind of ’Toon (Chicago Is)
approximately 250 editorial and political cartoons.
Over the years, he has filed syndicated cartoons
from the Soviet Union, Hungary, Ireland, and Cuba.
From his front-row seat he has lately focused on the
highs and lows of the Chicago and Illinois politics
that produced both the first African American
president and a string of corrupt gubernatorial
administrations.
A latecomer within the prestigious award system, the
Pulitzer Prize for Editorial Cartooning began in 1922.
That was five years after the establishment of the
other Pulitzer Prizes. This book analyzes and
documents the fascinating history of the cartoon
awards up to 2012. The annual juror selection
processes are explained on the basis of the jury
reports. Each award winner is portrayed in a
biographical sketch together with a reprint of one of
his cartoons. (Series: Pulitzer Prize Panorama - Vol.
4)
Journals are great for writing down ideas, taking
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notes, writing about travels and adventures,
describing good and bad times. Writing down your
thoughts and ideas is a great way to relieve stress.
Journals are good for the soul!
In an age when local daily papers with formerly
robust reporting are cutting sections and even
closing their doors, the contributors to The Life of
Kings celebrate the heyday of one such paper, the
Baltimore Sun, when it set the agenda for Baltimore,
was a force in Washington, and extended its reach
around the globe. Contributors like David Simon,
creator of HBO’s The Wire, and renowned political
cartoonist Kevin Kallaugher (better known as KAL),
tell what it was like to work in what may have been
the last golden age of American newspapers -- when
journalism still seemed like “the life of kings” that
H.L. Mencken so cheerfully remembered. The
writers in this volume recall the standards that made
the Sun and other fine independent newspapers a
bulwark of civic life for so long. Their contributions
affirm that the core principles they followed are no
less imperative for the new forms of journalism: a
strong sense of the public interest in whose name
they were acting, a reverence for accuracy, and an
obligation to keep faith with the reader.
From Benjamin Franklin's drawing of the first
American political cartoon in 1754 to contemporary
cartoonists' blistering attacks on George W. Bush
and initial love-affair with Barack Obama, editorial
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cartoons have been a part of American journalism
and politics. American Political Cartoons chronicles
the nation's highs and lows in an extensive collection
of cartoons that span the entire history of American
political cartooning. "Good cartoons hit you
primitively and emotionally," said cartoonist Doug
Marlette. "A cartoon is a frontal attack, a slam dunk,
a cluster bomb." Most cartoonists pride themselves
on attacking honestly, if ruthlessly. American Political
Cartoons recounts many direct hits, recalling the
discomfort of the cartoons' targets---and the delight
of their readers. "This is it. On these pages are the
drawings and the points that truly make our politics,
government, and democracy the enjoyable mess it is
Nobody could have assembled and explained it all
better and more completely than Stephen Hess and
Sandy Northrop. Give yourselves a break. This IS it!"
JIM LEHRER, PBS NewsHour
This is a book about visual literacy. It both advocates
and equips the scholarly use of visual images as
visual evidence. The visual is not mere illustration, it
is the text. Enabling a rediscovery of the visual skills
of the past facilitates the investigation of history and
the understanding of the present. Chapters by
international authorities have been specially
commissioned on the use of visual evidence from
painting to political prints, photographs,
documentary, feature films, television, news and
advertising.
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A lively graphic narrative reports on censorship of political
cartoons around the world, featuring interviews with censored
cartoonists from Pittsburgh to Beijing. Why do the powerful
feel so threatened by political cartoons? Cartoons don't tell
secrets or move markets. Yet, as Cherian George and Sonny
Liew show us in Red Lines, cartoonists have been harassed,
trolled, sued, fired, jailed, attacked, and assassinated for their
insolence. The robustness of political cartooning--one of the
most elemental forms of political speech--says something
about the health of democracy. In a lively graphic
narrative--illustrated by Liew, himself a prize-winning
cartoonist--Red Lines crisscrosses the globe to feel the pulse
of a vocation under attack. A Syrian cartoonist insults the
president and has his hands broken by goons. An Indian
cartoonist stands up to misogyny and receives rape threats.
An Israeli artist finds his antiracist works censored by social
media algorithms. And the New York Times, caught in the
crossfire of the culture wars, decides to stop publishing
editorial cartoons completely. Red Lines studies thin-skinned
tyrants, the invisible hand of market censorship, and
demands in the name of social justice to rein in the right to
offend. It includes interviews with more than sixty cartoonists
and insights from art historians, legal scholars, and political
scientists--all presented in graphic form. This engaging
account makes it clear that cartoon censorship doesn't just
matter to cartoonists and their fans. When the red lines are
misapplied, all citizens are potential victims.
???5?,????????????????????????????:??,??,??,?????,??????
????????????
"The Targeting Media series breaks down each media form
into its components and provides sample texts, information on
the structure and feature of each text type and structured
teaching units. Each text type is given comprehensive
coverage with a clear descriptive overview followed by
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interesting lessons for students in middle high school."--P. [4].
The Joy of Soy, the world's first (and funniest) collection of
vegetarian cartoons, pokes fun at meat-eaters and vegans
alike -- anyone, explains cartoonist Vance Lehmkuhl, who
draws their ethical line above or below where he does. Vance
Lehmkuhl's political cartoon strip, "How To Harry", appears
every week in Philadelphia's City Paper. An amalgam of MAD
Magazine, Life in Hell and Washingtoon, the strip has
managed to offend almost everyone in town at one time or
another over the five years it has run, despite its reputation as
"politically correct". It also won Philadelphia Magazine's 1992
"Best of Philly" award. Vance's cartoons have also appeared
in the Philadelphia Inquirer, the Philadelphia Daily News and
The Humanist, and are featured online in the "Cartoon
Academy". Lehmkuhl has been a vegetarian for twelve years;
The Joy of Soy is his first collection.
The School of Journalism at Columbia University has
awarded the Pulitzer Prize since 1917. Nowadays there are
prizes in 21 categories from the fields of journalism, literature
and music. The Pulitzer Prize Archive presents the history of
this award from its beginnings to the present: In parts A to E
the awarding of the prize in each category is documented,
commented and arranged chronologically. Part F covers the
history of the prize biographically and bibliographically. Part G
provides the background to the decisions.
Examines the American newspaper industry from the 1830s
to 1930 and discusses how innovators of the press, such as
Bennett, Greeley, Pulitzer, and Hearst, created a bond
between newspapers and the American citizenry.
Celebrating the lesser known but significant lives and
contributions of our nation’s early African American leaders,
this multicultural complement to most children’s books on the
American Revolution covers a wide spectrum of subjects,
including military, art, religion, and science. Weaving the
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histories of dozens of men and women—soldiers, sailors,
ministers, poets, merchants, doctors, and other community
leaders—to properly recognize them among the founders of
the United States of America, this text gives a better sense of
what these individuals accomplished and the times in which
they lived. Activities include celebrating Constitution Day,
cooking colonial foods, publishing a newspaper, petitioning
their government, and more. This valuable resource also
includes a time line of significant events, a list of historic sites
to visit or explore online, and Web resources for further study.

Before Mark Twain became a national celebrity with
his best-selling The Innocents Abroad, he was just
another struggling writer perfecting his craft-but
already "playin' hell" with the world. In the first book
in more than fifty years to examine the initial phase
of Samuel Clemens's writing career, James Caron
draws on contemporary scholarship and his own
careful readings to offer a fresh and comprehensive
perspective on those early years-and to challenge
many long-standing views of Mark Twain's place in
the tradition of American humor. Tracing the arc of
Clemens's career from self-described "unsanctified
newspaper reporter" to national author between
1862 and 1867, Caron reexamines the early and
largely neglected writings-especially the travel letters
from Hawaii and the letters chronicling Clemens's
trip from California to New York City. Caron connects
those sets of letters with comic materials Clemens
had already published, drawing on all known items
from this first phase of his career-even the virtually
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forgotten pieces from the San Francisco Morning
Call in 1864-to reveal how Mark Twain's humor was
shaped by the sociocultural context and how it
catered to his audience's sensibilities while
unpredictably transgressing its standards. Caron
reveals how Sam Clemens's contemporaries,
notably Charles Webb, provided important comic
models, and he shows how Clemens not only
adjusted to but also challenged the guidelines of the
newspapers and magazines for which he wrote,
evolving as a comic writer who transmuted personal
circumstances into literary art. Plumbing Mark
Twain's cultural significance, Caron draws on
anthropological insights from Victor Turner and
others to compare the performative aspects of
Clemens's early work to the role of ritual clowns in
traditional societies Brimming with fresh insights into
such benchmarks as "Our Fellow Savages of the
Sandwich Islands" and "Jim Smiley and His Jumping
Frog," this book is a gracefully written work that
reflects both patient research and considered
judgment to chart the development of an iconic
American talent. Mark Twain, Unsanctified
Newspaper Reporter should be required reading for
all serious scholars of his work, as well as for
anyone interested in the interplay between artistic
creativity and the literary marketplace.
Illuminates Steinberg's creative genius as a writer of
pictures by critically viewing his ability to transcend
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borders between art and language in his drawings,
cartoons, New Yorker covers, watercolors, and threedimensional constructions.
Pulling Newspapers Apart: Analysing Print
Journalism explores contemporary UK national and
local newspapers at a significant and pivotal moment
in their development when some pundits are busily,
if mistakenly, announcing their demise. The book
offers a detailed examination of features which
previous studies have tended to neglect, such as
editorial formats (News, Op Ed pages, readers’
letters, cartoons, obituaries, advice columns,
features and opinion columns), aspects of
newspaper design (page layout, photographs,
supplements, online editions, headlines, the
emergence of the compact and Berliner editions),
newspaper contents (sport, sex and Page 3, royalty,
crime, moral panics and politics) as well as the
content of newspapers which is not generated by in
house journalists (advertising, TV listings,
horoscopes, agency copy and public relations
materials). This innovative and accessibly written
collection provides journalism and media students
with an invaluable study of newspapers in the digital
age.
Presents subject review, full-length practice tests
with answer explanations, and test-taking strategies
to help readers prepare for and score higher on the
high school equivalency test.
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Millions of Americans know and love Charlie Brown
and Snoopy, Blondie and Dagwood, Doonesbury, Li'l
Abner, Garfield, Cathy, Beetle Bailey and other such
comic strip characters. Thanks to the
cartoonists--the people who have brought and still
bring these and other characters to life day after day
in the newspapers--the characters have become an
entertaining and important part of American culture.
Charles Schulz (Peanuts), Chic Young (Blondie),
Gary Trudeau (Doonesbury), Al Capp (Li'l Abner),
Jim Davis (Garfield), Cathy Guisewite (Cathy), Mort
Walker (Beetle Bailey), Rudolph Dirks (The
Katzenjammer Kids), Alex Raymond (Rip Kirby),
Chester Gould (Dick Tracy), Frank King (Gasoline
Alley), Cliff Sterrett (Polly and Her Pals), and other
cartoonists whose comic strips appeared in
American newspapers between 1945 to 1980 are
featured in this work. The author provides a
biographical sketch of each cartoonist, with special
attention given to the cartoonist's career and
characters.
In this first book-length study of Charles Johnson's
work, Jonathan Little offers an engaging account of
the artistic growth of one of the most important
contemporary African American writers. From his
beginnings as a political cartoonist through his
receipt of the National Book Award for Middle
Passage, Johnson's imagination has become
increasingly spiritual. Little draws upon a wide array
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of sources, including short stories, interviews,
reviews, articles, and cartoons, as he traces the
brilliant achievement of this provocative artist who is
very much at the height of his career. Charles
Johnson's Spiritual Imagination begins with an
analysis of Johnson's political cartoons from the late
sixties and early seventies, when he was immersed
in the Black Power Movement. Little shows that in
these early cartoons one can already see Johnson's
comic genius and his quest for unconstrained artistic
freedom even when dealing with the highly charged
issues of racial politics. By examining how Johnson
incorporates the influences of phenomenology, Zen
Buddhism, Taoism, Hinduism, and Romanticism into
a strikingly original perspective on individual and
social identity, Little chronicles Johnson's
development. The book illuminates the progression
of Johnson's aesthetics as he deals with the at times
disturbing contrast between the hope offered by art
and spirituality and the harsh realities of African
American existence. As he situates Johnson within
the tradition of African American literature, Little
pairs each of his novels with a major precursor,
including novels by Richard Wright and Ralph
Ellison, and such far-ranging sources as Hermann
Hesse's Siddhartha and the Ten Oxherding Pictures.
These comparisons help to show Johnson's
innovations within the African American literary
tradition and include discussions of naturalism,
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realism, and modernism. This book will appeal to
anyone interested in African American literature,
spirituality, aesthetics, and the culture wars.
A comprehensive and authoritative encyclopedia of
U.S. political history An essential resource for
anyone interested in U.S. history and politics, this
two-volume encyclopedia covers the major forces
that have shaped American politics from the
founding to today. Broad in scope, the book
addresses both the traditional topics of political
history—such as eras, institutions, political parties,
presidents, and founding documents—and the wider
subjects of current scholarship, including military,
electoral, and economic events, as well as social
movements, popular culture, religion, education,
race, gender, and more. Each article, specially
commissioned for this book, goes beyond basic facts
to provide readers with crucial context, expert
analysis, and informed perspectives on the evolution
of American politics. Written by more than 170
leading historians and social scientists, The
Princeton Encyclopedia of American Political History
gives students, scholars, and researchers
authoritative introductions to the subject's most
important topics and a first step to further research.
Features nearly 190 entries, organized alphabetically
and written by a distinguished team of scholars,
including Dean Baker, Lewis L. Gould, Alexander
Keyssar, James T. Kloppenberg, Patricia Nelson
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Limerick, Lisa McGirr, Mark A. Noll, Jack N. Rakove,
Nick Salvatore, Stephen Skowronek, Jeremi Suri,
and Julian E. Zelizer Describes key political periods
and eras, from the founding to the present day
Traces the history of political institutions, parties, and
founding documents Explains ideas, philosophies,
and movements that shaped American politics
Presents the political history and influence of
geographic regions Describes the roles of ethnic,
racial, and religious groups in the political process
Explores the influence of mass culture, from political
cartoons to the Internet Examines recurring issues
that shape political campaigns and policy, from
class, gender, and race to crime, education, taxation,
voting, welfare, and much more Includes
bibliographies, cross-references, appendixes, a
comprehensive index, and more than 50 illustrations
and maps
My Kind of 'toon, Chicago isPolitical CartoonsNorthwestern
University Press
Covering all the catastrophes, conundrums, foibles, and
fantasies of a tumultuous 12 months, this anthology brings
together South Africa’s most prominent cartoonists—from the
old guard of Dov Fedler, Fred Mouton, and Tony Grogan to
the groundbreaking new generation led by Brandan
Reynolds, Sifiso Yalo, and Jeremy Nell—to create a pungent
potpourri of the year’s best political cartoons. Discerning
cartoon readers and politically aware individuals will find
caricatures created from the top headlines over the past year,
including Mbeki’s global meltdown, President Obama’s
election, the Gaza bombings, Somali pirates, swine flu,
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Mugabe’s madness, the Dalai Lama’s no-show, Eskom
excuses, and much more.
List Pulitzer Prize winners in thirty-nine different categories,
arranged chronologically, with biographical and career
information, selected works, other awards, and a brief
commentary, along with material on Pulitzer.
An exhaustive, well-organized bibliography on all aspects of
comic art, animation, caricature, and cartooning from Canada
and the United States. Its more than 11,000 entries make it
and the other ten volumes in the series the definitive
references on comic art.
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